
                    

TECHNICAL INFORMATION SHEET 

Product Name SOFT WIPER BLADES 14 INCH TO 28 INCH 

PART NO. RSWB 

RevEng Soft Wiper Blades have excellent wiping performance under cold and hot weather. They are 

designed with a multi adaptor system which allows for an easy click off click on adaptor change to suit 

all vehicle types. The rubber is coated with a high-quality graphite and then baked on for better 

adhesion. The graphite provides a clean and quieter wiping of the windscreen. The rubber is also 

injected with a UV stabiliser additive to prevent deformation and shrinking in extremely hot weather. 

The wiper is designed with a wind spoiler to enhance wiper performance at high speeds and giving the 

wiper blade a sleek look. This wiper design passed and was awarded for the 500,000-cycle test. They 

come in sizes from 14 inch to 28 inch, and currently have 13 different adaptor options.  

 

RevEng Soft Wiper Blades provide the following benefits: 

Multi adaptor system to suit all vehicles, makes and models. Graphite coated for a smoother and 

quieter wipe of the windscreen, UV stabilizer to prevent deformation and shrinkage. Adaptors make for 

an easy click off click on change in just a few minutes. Printed ruler on package to help user measure 

correct length of replacement.       

       

DIRECTIONS OF USE 

 

For best results ensure windscreen is clean and free of bugs. Turn engine off. Remove used wiper 

blade from vehicle and take note of existing adaptor type. Measure both wipers using the RevEng 

wiper ruler printed on package. RevEng Wiper Blades are fitted with a U-hook adaptor, replace this 

adaptor with the appropriate adaptors making sure the adaptors click on new blades. Fit new blades to 

vehicle and check wiping performance. Top up windscreen wash bottle if necessary with a RevEng 

windscreen wash tablet. 

 

SUITABLE APPLICATIONS 

 

RevEng Soft Wiper Blades are suitable for all passenger vehicles, vans, small trucks and farming 

machinery.  

It is not recommended to clean the rubber blade as the graphite may be wiped off in the process. 

RevEng Windscreen wash tablets keep the windscreen and the rubber clean. 
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